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Match CA BRIVE Vs ZEBRE RUGBY 
Club’s Country France Competition Challenge Cup 

Date of match 13: 12: 2019 Match venue Brive 

Rules to apply EPCR Disciplinary Rules 2019/20 

   
 
 
 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE 

 

Player’s surname LEES  Date of birth  

Forename(s) MITCH Plea Admitted ☐  Not Admitted ☒ 

Club name Brive 

SELECT:    Red card ☐    Citing ☒    Other (specify) ☐ 

Offence Striking contrary to Law 9.12 changed to dangerous play at a ruck contrary to Law 9.20 

Summary of Sanction Four weeks’ suspension from playing rugby  

  
 
 
 
 

HEARING DETAILS 

 

Hearing date 17 December 2019 Hearing venue Bird & Bird, Fetter Lane, London and 
by Skype 

Chairman/JO Roger Morris Panel member 1 Sarah Smith 

Panel member 2 Val Toma Disciplinary Officer Liam McTiernan 

Appearance Player Yes ☒            No ☐    Appearance Club Yes ☒            No ☐    

 

Player’s Representative(s):          Other attendees: 

Neil Robertson 
Jeremy Davidson (Brive Team Manager) 

Dominique Antoni (Brive Assistant General Manager)                       

Maria Gyolcsos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearing: 

Citing Report 
Letter convening the Hearing 
Reports from the Referee and Match Officials 
Email from Mick Kearney (Z4) 
Email from Stefano Rollo (Zebre team doctor) 
Player’s responses to standing directions 
Video footage 
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PRELIMINARY ISSUES AND EVIDENCE ADDUCED BY THE DISCIPLINARY OFFICER  

 

 
In his responses to the standing directions (drafted and submitted by Mr Robertson) the Player identified 
two preliminary issues he wished to raise. 
 
First, that the alleged offence would be more accurately classified as a breach of Law 9.20 (dangerous play in 
a ruck) than as a breach of Law 9.12 (striking with a shoulder). The Chair confirmed with Mr Robertson and 
with Mr McTiernan that the Panel had the power to change the classification and agreed with both that the 
Panel would consider the matter as they heard the evidence and change the classification if that is what the 
evidence required. There was no need to debate the issue in isolation. 
 
Second, that the video evidence was deficient. The Chair indicated that all the evidence would be considered 
with the Panel ascribing appropriate weight to the different pieces of evidence as it thought fit in accordance 
with the powers given to them by the relevant regulations. Again, there was no need for an isolated 
consideration of the point raised.  
 
The Chair referred to the Player’s responses to the Standing Directions and confirmed with the Player that 
whilst he acknowledged he had committed an act of foul play he did not accept that it was so serious as to 
merit the red card the Citing Commissioner considered should have been issued. He also disputed some of 
the factual descriptions made by the Citing Commissioner.  
 
The first function of the Panel, therefore, would be to consider the evidence to determine whether the 
alleged foul play merited a red card and so determine whether to uphold the Citing Complaint. 
 
The burden of proof, on the balance of probability, rested with Mr McTiernan as the tournament’s 
Disciplinary Officer and he proceeded to adduce the following evidence. 
 

 
CITING COMPLAINT 
 
Mr McTiernan referred to the routine factual matters recorded by Mr McGhee, the Citing Commissioner, and 
then recited the Citing Commissioner’s narrative description of the alleged offence as follows: 
 
“After a maul, Zebre in possession of the ball on the ground, Z4 in a pillar position. B5 (Mitch Lees) 
charged at Z4 from a distance of 2m making contact with his right shoulder to Z4's right shoulder/ 

neck/head area with force. No attempt made to bind on opponent. Z4 was knocked back, went to 

ground and received treatment before briefly resuming playing. He was removed shortly after for 

HIA which he failed. Action had a high degree of danger, no mitigating circumstances present.” 
 
In terms of whether the Zebre player required attention on or off the field, the Citing Commissioner had 
written: 
 
“Yes - player treated immediately on the field, then removed shortly afterwards for head injury 

assessment. Failed head injury assessment and did not return to play.” 
 
Mr McTiernan highlighted the fact that Z4 was required to undertake a Head Injury Assessment (HIA) which 
he failed and was therefore prevented from returning to play. 
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MATCH OFFICIALS’ REPORTS 
 
The Match Referee, Sean Gallagher, had supplied an email in which he said he was unaware of the incident 
at the time although Z4, as he was receiving treatment had told him he though his opponent had entered the 
ruck without using his arms. 
 
Neither George Clancy nor John Carvill (the two Assistant Referees) had seen the incident although Mr Carvill 
had heard the Referee talking with Z4. 
 

 
EMAIL FROM Z4 
 
Z4 had written on 16 December: 
 
“From what I can remember from the incident, I can remember being hit in the neck area with a fair bit of 
force. 
Although I failed the test on the field, I passed the test post game and I feel perfect now.”  
 
The “test” referred to was an on field HIA. 
 
 
EMAIL FROM ZEBRE TEAM DOCTOR 
 
The Zebre team doctor had provided the following report: 
 
“During the first half of the Brive-Zebre match, during a grouping the player number 4 of the zebras suffered 
a head injury. After an initial evaluation on the field, the player continued the match, but then the MDD 
stopped him because he detected concussion with criterion 2.He then went down to the medical room 
accompanied by the physiotherapist of the zebras to act as interpreter and provided the HIA 2 that was 
positive for instability in the neurological test on the line. Therefore he was stopped for the rest of the 
meeting. At the end of the match the MDD provided the HIA 2 which was negative in all the neurological tests 
performed, also showing a marked improvement in both cognitive and motor performance. After the 
game the player showed no neurological signs and the return home was normal. On 15/12 the player was 
subjected by DR. Rocco Ferrari at HIA 3 was completely negative. Available for further clarification. Stefano 
Rollo” 
 
It was clarified that the “MDD” was the independent Match Day Doctor appointed to this match (and all 
tournament matches) to make independent decisions as to individual players’ needs to undertake 
concussion tests. It was his decision that caused the player, Z4, to be removed from the field of play.  
 

 
VIDEO FOOTAGE 
 
The video was watched first without comment. It showed that the incident in question occurred on Brive’s 
22-metre line about 15metres in play from their right touchline with Zebre in possession of the ball. 
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Mr McTiernan then played the video again and gave his interpretation and analysis of what was being 
shown. In summary, his analysis was as follows: 
 

• A ruck was forming with Zebre seeking to protect the ball. 

• Z4 was in a “pillar” position to the right of the ruck from Zebre’s perspective. 

• The Player from a position about 2 metres behind the ruck drove into Z4 leading with his right 
shoulder and making forceful contact with Z4’s head causing Z4 to reel from the ruck and fall to 
ground. 

• Z4 remains on the ground (having treatment) for a considerable period of time 

• Z4 eventually continued playing but was subsequently removed from the field by the Match Day 
Doctor and remained off the field for the remainder of the match. 

• In entering the ruck with his torso at 90degrees to his legs, there was no attempt by the Player to 
bind to an opponent as was illustrated by his right arm hanging down and his left arm being held in a 
crooked position. 

• The Player’s right shoulder made heavy contact with Z4’s head thus causing Z4 to reel out of the ruck 
and go to ground. 

 
In dealing with the question of whether the alleged offending was a strike or dangerous play at a ruck, Mr 
McTiernan suggested that the latter was in the nature of an umbrella term covering individual acts of 
transgression. EPCR was adhering to its primary proposition that the allegation amounted to a strike with the 
Player’s shoulder contrary to Law 9.12. 
 
There was a discussion between the Panel and the parties about whether the incident melee of players was 
in fact a ruck because before the Player joined it, it could not be easily identified from the video if any Brive 
player was involved. Both parties however were addressing the issues on the basis that it was indeed a ruck 
and the Panel was content to proceed on that basis.  
 
Mr McTiernan confirmed there were no other elements of evidence that he wished to place before the 
Panel. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

PLAYER’S EVIDENCE AND SUBMISSIONS  

 
 
THE PLAYER’S EVIDENCE 
 
The Player and Mr Robertson were invited to explain the Player’s position. The essence of the Player’s 
explanation, by reference to the video, was as follows: 

• As the incident ruck was forming, he was moving in an arc from the blind side to a point 2 metres 
behind the ruck at the same time communicating with his team mates as to how they would set up to 
defend their position 

• He moved forward a metre and stopped before advancing from that position towards the ruck 

• Z4 was over the ball and so he was the target of the Player’s efforts 

• In his effort to clear Z4 from the ruck and so counter ruck, his aim was to wrap his right arm through 
the legs of Z4 and behind Z4’s right, exterior leg 
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• His efforts to perform these actions were thwarted by another Zebre player moving forward and 
diverting the Player’s arm from the intended target so that the Player’s shoulder made contact with 
the shoulder of Z4 

• He was sure he made no contact with Z4’s head or neck  

• His eyes were focussed on the ball and he remained on his feet throughout the incident 

• He had not been aware that the injured player was injured as a result of the Player’s collision 
otherwise he would have apologised. 

• He noted that Z4 had played through a number of further phases of play before being removed from 
the field 

 
Mr Robertson added the following observations: 
 

• The Player had given a good and clear account of his actions but in his view the video footage was so 
poor as not to constitute good evidence 

• Z4 was in his position at the ruck clearly anticipating a challenge from an opponent 

• In the event two big men had collided shoulder to shoulder  
 

• There was no sinister interpretation to be made of the Player’s crooked left arm and his right arm 
was held in such a way as to be indicative of an intent to wrap and not in the manner of a Player 
seeking to use his shoulder to strike an opponent hence the Player’s objection to the classification of 
the alleged offence 

• Brive’s coaches were aware of the need to exercise acre in such confrontational situations and there 
was certainly no desire or attempt to injure an opponent 

• He suggested there was a lack of precision in the Citing Commissioner’s description of Z4’s head or 
neck area and that the quality of the footage failed to diminish that lack of precision 

• This was a case of admittedly vigorous counter rucking but not a case in which it could be identified 
that the Player had struck Z4 with his shoulder 

• Although Z4 had undergone a HIA that was not of itself indicative of a blow to the head and although 
as he fell to the ground Z4 was likely “seeing stars” he was not clutching his head. In any event the 
medical evidence confirmed that he was well by the Monday after the match 

 
Mr Davidson reiterated the Brive view that the Player was attempting to perform a vigorous but fair counter 
ruck and that there was no intent on the part of the Player to hurt or injure his opponent. He went on to say 
that the Player had made a massive impact on the Club, both on and off the field, since his arrival in Brive. 
 
In response to a question from the Panel by specific reference to Law 15.7 ( entry to rucks), the Player 
accepted he had not wrapped his arms but repeated that his focus in counter rucking was to grab one of Z4’s 
legs but that focus was diverted as a consequence of the intervention of a different Zebre player. 
 
Mr Robertson confirmed there were no further observations or submissions he wished to make beyond 
those already made in the Hearing and in the Player’s responses to the standing directions.  
 
 
SUBMISSIONS BY MR McTIERNAN 
 
Mr McTiernan made the following further submissions in summation of his case: 
 

• The video showed enough to conclude that the Player had been struck to the neck/head particularly 
in respect of the manner in which he had fallen from the ruck 
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• In any event there was other evidence that supported the contention namely the medical evidence 
and the evidence of Z4 himself 

• He had not sought to make any point about the Player’s left arm being crooked other than to show 
that it was not bound 

• The extent or lack of injury was not of itself determinant of whether a red card was appropriate 

• There were obvious issues arising out of illegal entry into rucks and the Player himself admitted that 
his entry on this occasion was illegal. 

• The evidence corroborated the Citing Commissioner’s view of the matter and the Citing Complaint 
should be upheld 

 
The Player, having the last word, confirmed his view that he had not made contact with the head of Z4. He 
was a big man but a professional athlete fully in control of his body and aware of his intended actions and of 
the actions he performed. In 12 years as a professional he had never received a red card and only three 
yellow cards for nonviolent offences. 
 
The Panel retired to consider their decisions in private. 
 
 

 

FINDINGS OF FACT AND DECISION ON CITING 

 

The Panel first reminded themselves that the test for determinations of all issues is the balance of 
probabilities.  
 
Reviewing all the evidence and everything they had heard the Panel noted and determined as follows: 
 

• Although the video was not crystal clear there was enough definition to identify that the Player’s 
attempts to bind on entering the ruck were at best technically deficient but in any event, in terms of 
the Laws of the Game, illegal. 

• The Player himself had accepted his entry to the ruck was illegal 

• The reaction of Z4 in reeling out of the ruck and to the floor was indicative of the force and power 
exerted by the Player in performing his illegal act  

• Further indication of that power was given by the fact that Z4 lay on the ground holding his head and 
required treatment for something in excess of a minute 

• The seriousness of the collision between the players was further highlighted by the medical evidence 
which included confirmation that Z4 was removed from the field at the direction of the Match Day 
Doctor and failed the first HIA test so that he did not return to the field 

• All of the evidence taken together pointed to the conclusion that the impact must have been close to 
the head and probably to the neck but in any event the force and consequence of the impact was 
sufficient to make the illegal act the player had admitted of sufficient seriousness to have warranted 
the issue of a red card. 

• The Player’s actions were more indicative of illegal play in a ruck than of a strike with the shoulder 

• In the circumstances the Citing Complaint was upheld but the classification changed to an offence 
contrary to Law 9.20, dangerous play in a ruck or maul. 
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SANCTION 

 

 

 
The Hearing was reconvened and the Panel’s decisions relayed to the parties who were then invited to 
address the Panel in relation to the appropriate sanction. 
 
By reference to the relevant issues for the panel to consider under Regulation 7.8.32, Mr McTiernan 
accepted the player’s actions as reckless rather than intentional; that the gravity of the actions and the effect 
on the other player were illustrated by the medical evidence; and that the player’s participation was full. Mr 
McTiernan reminded the Panel that the sanctions table at Appendix 3 of the Regulations required at least a 
mid-point entry where there was contact with the head but he did not advocate a top end entry point. He 
confirmed that the Player had a previously clean disciplinary record. 
 
Mr Robertson also addressed the Panel by reference to Regulation 7.8.32. He agreed that the Player’s 
actions should best be regarded as reckless and considered the gravity was reduced by contact having not 
been head to head. He did not consider Z4 to have been vulnerable in that all forwards in a ruck were 
mindful of the possibility of powerful challenges being likely. Although there had been an HIA, he noted that 
Z4 was fit to play on the Monday after the Friday of this match. In the absence of a finding that there had 
been contact with the head he would consider the Low End entry point as appropriate but acknowledged 
that any finding of head contact meant the Panel were required to start at Mid Range. 
 
The Player was obviously sorry and disappointed at the outcome but he had acknowledged his technique 
had let him down and led to the foul play in question. He explained that the Player was “coached to counter 
ruck in this fashion”. 
 
He had a previously clean record and was sorry for the outcome and the effect on Z4. 
 
 
 
The Hearing was again adjourned so that the Panel could consider the matter in private. 
 
In discussing sanction and their final decision as set out and explained below the Panel was particularly 
concerned to note the Player’s apparent lack of understanding of the Laws of the Game as they relate to 
rucks and the manner in which the Laws require players to join rucks. It appeared from what the Player ( a 
player of vast experience entirely deserving of his reputation as a fine player) had said during the Hearing 
that the approach to rucks expected of him inevitably makes him vulnerable to falling foul of those Laws. He 
talked in terms of “clear out” and “counter rucking” neither of which phrase is recognised in the Laws and 
Mr Robertson had said in terms that players are coached to counter ruck in this fashion. 
 
The Panel fully understood the double imperatives of winning fast ball and preventing the opposition from 
doing so and the consequential robust nature of contact in ruck situations. However, if players are to be 
coached to achieve “clear outs” as the primary purpose of entering rucks without also being coached in the 
tempering techniques and body positions expected by the Laws of the Game, it is inevitable that charging 
into rucks will become frequently dangerous and likely to cause serious injury.  
 
In the interests of the game and in particular its players, such robust illegal actions require robust sanction.  
 
The Panel had made a finding that there was contact in the close proximity of Z4’s head and probably the 
neck. The Panel noted the terms of the heading to Appendix 3 of the Regulations which reflects World 
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Rugby’s position as at January 1 2019. The current World Rugby heading refers to the sanction of at least 
Mid Range applying to contact with the head and/or neck.  Regulation 7.8.31 of the Tournament’s 
regulations requires the current World Rugby version to be applied and so a finding that contact was with 
the neck meant that the Panel was bound to impose a sanction that is at least based on a Mid Range entry 
point of 6 weeks.  
 
In any event however, the Panel considered that the manner, force and consequence of this dangerous 
charge into the instant ruck would in any event have led them to conclude that the Mid Range  entry level 
was appropriate in this case.  
 
 
 
The Hearing was reconvened and the Panel’s decision as to sanction (as set out below) was given to the 
parties who were reminded that the Tournament Regulations afford them the right to appeal.    
    

 

DECISION 

 

Breach admitted ☐            
Proven  ☒        Not proven ☐    Other disposal (please state below)  ☐ 

 
 

 

SANCTIONING 

PROCESS 
 

 

ASSESSMENT OF SERIOUSNESS 

 
 

Assessment of Intent – R 7.8.32 (a)-(b)  

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX                    Intentional/deliberate ☐    Reckless ☒ 

State reasons  

The Panel accepted this was a case of flawed technique and coaching as opposed to any wilful desire to transgress 

Gravity of player’s actions – R 7.8.32 (c)  

He entered the ruck with force and without employing any of the techniques required by the Laws with the consequence that 

an opponent was required to leave the field 

Nature of actions – R 7.8.32  (d)  

Charging into a ruck with force and without binding so that his shoulders were inevitably going to be the first point of his 

contact 

Existence of provocation – R 7.8.32 (e)  

None 

Whether player retaliated – R 7.8.32 (f)  

None 

Self-defence – R 7.8.32 (g)  
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None 

Effect on victim – R 7.8.32 (h)  

Required treatment for a minute+ and shortly afterwards left the field for a HIA and did not return although he passed the 

second HIA and was fit within two or three days 

Effect on match – R 7.8.32 (i)  

None 

Vulnerability of victim – R 7.8.32 (j) 

No vulnerability beyond that which always exists in a ruck 

Level of participation/premeditation – R 7.8.32 (k)  

No premeditation other than to counter ruck as coached 

Conduct completed/attempted – R 7.8.32 (l) 

Completed 

Other features of player’s conduct – R 7.8.32 (m)  

 

 

ASSESSMENT OF SERIOUSNESS CONTINUED 

 

Entry point  

Top end*                       Weeks 

 ☐ 

Mid-range                        6 Weeks  

 ☒ 

Low-end                         Weeks 

  ☐ 

 

*If Top End, the JO or Panel should identify, if appropriate, an entry point between the Top End and the maximum 

sanction and provide the reasons for selecting this entry point, below. 

In making this assessment, the JO/Committee should consider World Rugby Regulations 17.19.2(a), 17.19.2(h), and 

17.19.2(i) or the equivalent provisions within the Tournament Rules referred to above. 

Reasons for selecting Entry Point above Top End 

 

 

ADDITIONAL RELEVANT OFF-FIELD AGGRAVATING FACTORS 

 

Player’s status as an offender of the Laws of the Game – R 7.8.34 (a)  
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None 

Need for deterrence – R 7.8.34 (b)  

None 

Any other off-field aggravating factors – R 7.8.34 (c)  

None 

 

 

Number of additional weeks:   

RELEVANT OFF-FIELD MITIGATING FACTORS 

 

Acknowledgement of guilt and timing – R 7.8.35(a)  Player’s disciplinary record/good character – R7.8.35 (b)  

He accepted foul play but not that it deserved a red card and 
so a full hearing was necessary 

Excellent 

Youth and inexperience of player – R 7.8.35 (c)  Conduct prior to and at hearing – R 7.8.35 (d)  

A professional for 12 years gaining a laudable reputation Excellent 

Remorse and timing of remorse – R 7.8.35 (e)  Other off-field mitigation – R 7.8.35 (f)  

Clearly sorry to be involved and accepted he had 
transgressed. He also gave the Panel confidence that he 
would examine his technique and try to improve it 

None 

 
Number of weeks deducted:    Two           

 

 

Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted: 

Sufficient mitigating factors to earn 33% (1/3) discount 
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SANCTION 

 

NOTE: PLAYERS ORDERED OFF ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE HEARING OF THEIR CASE, 

SUCH SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN SANCTIONING – R 7.2.5 

 

Total sanction (weeks) FOUR WEEKS                             
 

Sending off sufficient ☐ 

 

 

Sanction commences 

 

From Citing 
Costs 

750 Euros 

 

Sanction concludes  

 

Midnight on Sunday 12 
January 2020 

 
 

Free to play 

 

Monday 13 January 2020 
 

 

 

Signature  

(JO or Chairman) 

 

 

Roger Morris Date 
 

19 December 2019 

 

NOTE:  YOU HAVE THE RIGHT OF APPEAL AGAINST THIS DECISION AS SET OUT IN REGULATION 8.1 AND 8.2 

OF THE EPCR DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS. YOUR ATTENTION IS SPECIFICALLY DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT 

AND DIRECTIONS/REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO AN APPEAL SET OUT IN REGULATION 8.2.1 TO 8.2.4 OF THE 

REGULATIONS 
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